MARKET
Military

APPLICATION
Airborne, shipborne, and land based

The SHD (Super High Density) / UHD (Ultra High Density) connector series from Atrenne Integrated Solutions is engineered for dependability in some of the most extreme environments of airborne and military applications. Designed to meet military standards, the SHD/UHD connector has a long-standing reputation as a modular product that can be easily configured to meet the most challenging deployed SEM-E applications.

Cost effective to repair when necessary, SHD / UHD connector can be configured from 192-396 contacts per connector. A modular approach allows for straightforward incorporation of signal, power intermateable, coax, and fiber-optic inserts, as well as EMI shielding, all within the same connector footprint. This approach enables Atrenne’s connector to be interchangeable with other supplier’s offerings. Custom configurations to accommodate many form factors are available on request.

WARRANTY
This product has a one year warranty.

CONTACT INFORMATION
www.atrenne.com
sales@atrenne.com
508.588.6110 or 800.926.8722
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